Proxies and Links

DOI

- DOI’s can link the user to the exact article, volume, or title.
- They’ll be labeled as “doi,” usually near a citation.
- The DOI associated with the content chosen will go AFTER the proxy.

Persistent Links

- This can also be called Stable URL’s
- You don’t usually have to add anything to them.
- If you do, you can use a proxy.

Tip: Ovid provides a stable url when you choose to Email the link. It’s called Email

What are proxies?

They give students, faculty, and staff access to our resources both on campus and off.

Proxies are placed at the front of the link being used.

Ex. (proxyDOI/URL.com)

Types of Proxies:

- DOI
- Persistent Link/Stable URL

When do you add proxies?

Providing eContent to Faculty and Staff for classroom use.

To share links easily.

Drop links into Canvas for classroom use.

Open Source

Open source links can be found through Google, essentially.

An example would be pulling an article from Times for a class.